Mallory Simplifies the Panel Device Buying Process
By Introducing Panel Lights
While panel lights and indicators have been available for some time, Mallory
now makes it possible to purchase audible and visual panel devices from one
supplier, allowing engineers and designers to source all alert devices from a
single supplier. This reduces the time it takes to source components. In
addition to audible indicators, Mallory offers an array of visual alert or panel
lighting options. We know and understand that it is easier to work with a single
supplier rather than adding multiple suppliers for various panel devices.
Mallory has been supplying audible indicators to the industrial, transportation,
and medical markets for over 50 years. Over the last five years, Mallory has
also entered the visual indicator market with the introduction of our 22mm
panel alarms with LED lights. Two years ago, we introduced our 60mm Stack
light series. With these product additions, the introduction of panel lights, and
with over 450 panel light stock numbers available, Mallory continues to
demonstrate our commitment of being a full supplier of audible and visual
indicators.
Mallory panel lights are available with the following features:
•

State-of-the-Art Brilliant LED's with red, green, yellow, blue, or white
color options
• Sizes range from 6mm up to 22mm
• Voltages range from 2 volts to 220 volts
• Various body styles are available including snap-in or threads and nut
installation
• Termination options include wires, PC pins, quick connect, solder lugs,
and screws
• UL & CUL qualified models are available
• Waterproof IP-65 models are available
• Indicators are daylight viewable.
You can order through Mallory or a Mallory stocking distributor. For more
information on audible and visual panel devices or other lighting and sound
alert solutions, call 317-612-1000 or visit www.mspindy.com

Mallory offers a wide-selection of high
quality and visually pleasing panel
lights and continues to be a full-solution
provider for audible and visual signals.

